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WITT SHEAVES AND THE η-INVERTED SPHERE
SPECTRUM
ALEXEY ANANYEVSKIY, MARC LEVINE, AND IVAN PANIN
Abstract. Ananyevsky has recently computed the stable operations and
cooperations of rational Witt theory [An15]. These computations enable
us to show a motivic analog of Serre’s finiteness result:
Theorem. Let k be a field. Then piA
1
n
(S−
k
)∗ is torsion for n > 0.
As an application we define a category of Witt motives and show that
rationally this category is equivalent to the minus part of SH(k)Q.
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Introduction
J.-P. Serre [S51] obtained the finite generation of the homotopy groups of
spheres, and thereby the finiteness of all higher stable homotopy groups of
spheres, by comparing Sn with the corresponding Eilenberg-MacLane space
K(Z, n) and studying the resulting fiberation via the machinery of spectral
sequences. In the motivic setting, finite generation results are very hard to
come by, but one can still raise a weaker question: which bi-graded homo-
topy sheaves of the motivic sphere spectrum Sk over a field k are torsion?
Morel’s construction of the homotopy t-structure on SH(k) suggests that one
should organize the search by setting πA
1
n (Sk)∗ := ⊕q∈Zπ
A1
n+q,q(Sk). Morel’s A
1
connectedness theorem tells us that πA
1
n (Sk)∗ = 0 for n < 0 and Morel has
computed πA
1
0 (Sk)∗ as the Milnor-Witt sheaves K
MW
−∗ .
One might therefore suspect that πA
1
n (Sk)∗ is torsion for n > 0. This is
however not the case. Cisinski-De´glise have shown that πA
1
a,b(Sk)Q contains the
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sheaf of rational motivic cohomology groups H−a(Q(−b)) as a direct sum-
mand, and these latter are nonzero for all a, b with 0 > a ≥ b, at least in case
k has characteristic zero. The summand corresponding to motivic cohomol-
ogy has a natural description: the symmetry involution on P1 ∧ P1 defines
an involution on Sk and after inverting 2 decomposes Sk into plus and minus
“eigenfactors”, Sk[1/2] = S
+
k ⊕ S
−
k . The plus factor S
+
kQ represents rational
motivic cohomology. One can give an alternative description of the minus
part of Sk as Sk[1/2, η
−1], where η : Sk → Σ
−1,−1Sk is the stable algebraic
Hopf map.
A. Ananyevsky has recently computed the stable operations and coopera-
tions of rational Witt theory [An15]. These computations enable us to show
a motivic analog of Serre’s finiteness theorem:
Theorem. Let k be a field. Then πA
1
n (S
−
k )∗ is torsion for n > 0.
Remark. The result of Cisinski-De´glise mentioned above together with the
vanishing of motivic cohomology in negative weights and our theorem shows
that πA
1
n (Sk)q := π
A1
n+q,q(Sk) is also torsion for n > 0 as long as q ≥ 0.
Our main theorem fills in a missing piece in the recent work of Heller-
Ormsby [HO14]. They consider a finite Galois extension of fields L/k with
Galois group G and define a functor from the G-equivariant stable homotopy
category to SH(k). In case k is real closed and L = k[i], and assuming the
motivic analog of Serre’s finiteness theorem above, they show that this functor
is a fully faithful embedding; without this finiteness result, they are only able
to show this after completing at a prime.
Explicit computations of π1(Sk)∗(k) for fields of cohomological dimension
≤ 3 have been made by Ormsby-Østvær in [OØ14]; these refine our general
statement in that the torsion has bounded exponent, although the groups are
still not in general finite. As our main advance here is for a field for which
the Witt group is not torsion, their computations do not perhaps give enough
information to support any conjecture as to the finer structure of πa,b(Sk), for
instance, if for fixed a > b ≥ 0 this sheaf has bounded exponent, or even if for
a fixed field, the group πa,b(Sk)(F ) has bounded exponent. Any information
in this direction would certainly be of interest.1
As another application, we define in §4 a category ofWitt motives and show
that rationally this category is equivalent to the minus part of SH(k)Q.
1. Preliminaries
Definition 1. The Hopf map is the canonical morphism of the varieties
H : A2 − {0} → P1
defined via H(x, y) = [x, y]. Pointing A2 − {0} by (1, 1) and P1 by [1 : 1] and
taking the suspension spectra we obtain the corresponding morphism
Σ∞T H ∈ HomSH(k)(Σ
∞
T (A
2 − {0}, (1, 1)),Σ∞T (P
1, [1 : 1])).
1There appears to be a preliminary work of Ro¨ndigs-Spitzweck-Østvær that computes
the stable (1 + ∗, ∗)-stem of the motivic sphere spectrum over a field of characteristic zero.
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The Hopf element η = Σ−3,−2Σ∞T H ∈ S
−1,−1(pt) is the element corresponding
to Σ∞T H under the suspension isomorphism and canonical isomorphisms
(P1, [1 : 1]) ∼= S2,1, (A2 − {0}, (1, 1)) ∼= S3,2
given by [MV99, Lemma 3.2.15, Corollary 3.2.18 Example 3.2.20].
Definition 2. Put
S[η−1] = hocolim
(
S
∪η
−→ Σ−1,−1S
∪η
−→ Σ−2,−2S
∪η
−→ . . .
)
.
Definition 3. Let KO be the T -spectrum representing higher Grothendieck-
Witt groups (hermitian K-theory) constructed in [PW10]. Let
KW = KO ∧ S[η−1].
This spectrum inherits the structure of a (8, 4)-periodic symplectically ori-
ented commutative ring T -spectrum from KO. The periodicity isomorphisms
are given by cup product with Bott element β ∈ KW−8,−4(pt).
It is well known that spectrum KW represents derived Witt groups as
defined by Balmer [Bal99] (see, for example, [An12, Theorem 5]).
Theorem 1. For every smooth variety X and i, j ∈ Z there exist canonical
isomorphisms KW i,j(X)
≃
−→W i−j(X).
Definition 4. Denote by
B =
(
Σ8m,4mβm
)
m∈Z
:
⊕
m∈Z
Σ4mT S→ KWQ
the morphism induced by the morphisms Σ4mT β
m : Σ4mT S→ KWQ.
Theorem 2 (Theorem 13, [An15]). The pullback homomorphism
BKWQ : KW ∗,∗Q (KWQ)→ KW
∗,∗
Q (
⊕
m∈Z
Σ4mT S)
is an isomorphism. In other words, the homomorphism
Ev : KW ∗,∗Q (KWQ)→ (
∏
m∈Z
KW ∗,∗Q (pt))h
given by
Ev(φ) =
(
. . . , β2φ(β−2), βφ(β−1), φ(1), β−1φ(β1), β−2φ(β2), . . .
)
is an isomorphism. Here the subscript h denotes the subring generated by the
homogeneous elements.
Theorem 3 (Theorem 14, [An15]). The pushforward homomorphism (in ho-
mology)
BKWQ : (KWQ)∗,∗(
⊕
m∈Z
Σ4mT S)→ (KWQ)∗,∗(KWQ)
is an isomorphism.
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2. Rational decomposition of KW
Definition 5. For m ∈ Z, let ρstm ∈ KW
0,0
Q (KWQ) be the operation satisfying
ρstm(β
n) =
[
βn, n = m,
0, n 6= m.
These operations are idempotent and Theorem 2 yields a decomposition
KWQ =
⊕
m∈Z
KW
(m)
Q
with KW
(m)
Q being the kernel for 1− ρ
st
m.
Lemma 1. KW
(m)
Q
∼= Σ4mT KW
(0)
Q .
Proof. This follows from the fact that periodicity isomorphism
KWQ
∪β
−→ Σ−4T KWQ
identifies KW
(m)
Q with Σ
−4
T KW
(m+1)
Q . 
Definition 6. Let A be a T -spectrum. The sheaf of stable A1-homotopy
groups of A in bi-degree (i, j) is the Nisnevich sheaf πA
1
i,j (A) associated to the
presheaf
U 7→ A−i,−j(U).
We let πA
1
∗,∗(A) denote the bi-graded sheaf
⊕
i,j∈Z
πA
1
i,jA. Similarly, set π
A1
n (A)q :=
πA
1
n+q,q(A) and π
A1
n (A)∗ := ⊕q∈Zπ
A1
n+q,q(A).
Remark 1. Theorem 1 yields
πA
1
∗,∗KW = W [η, η
−1, β, β−1]
with W being the Nisnevich sheaf associated to the presheaf of Witt groups.
Lemma 2. The unit morphism uKW : S→ KW induces an isomorphism
(uKW )∗ :
⊕
n∈Z
πA
1
n,nS[η
−1]
≃
−→
⊕
n∈Z
πA
1
n,nKW = W [η, η
−1].
Proof. First we claim that the unit morphism induces an isomorphism
(uKW )∗ :
⊕
n∈Z
Sn,n[η−1](pt)
≃
−→
⊕
n∈Z
KW n,n(pt).
This follows from Morel’s computation [Mor12, Corollary 6.43]⊕
n∈Z
Sn,n(pt) ∼= KMW∗ (k).
Indeed, by [Mor12, p.74] for a ∈ k∗ the quadratic form 〈a〉 corresponds under
this isomorphism to 〈a〉π in the notation of [An12, Definition 6], so the claim
follows from [An12, Corollary 1].
Using a base change argument we obtain that the unit morphism induces
an isomorphism⊕
n∈Z
πA
1
n,nS[η
−1](F ) =
⊕
n∈Z
Sn,n[η−1](F )
≃
−→
⊕
n∈Z
KW n,n(F ) =
⊕
n∈Z
πA
1
n,nKW (F )
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for every field F/k. Stable A1-homotopy groups are strictly A1-invariant by
[Mor04a, Remark 5.1.13], thus [Mor04b, Corollary 4.2.3] yields the claim of
the lemma. 
We recall from [Mor04a, §5.2] that the homotopy t-structure on SH(k) is
defined by the pair of full subcategories (SH(k)≥0,SH(k)≤0) with
SH(k)≥0 := {A ∈ SH(k) | π
A1
m (A)∗ = 0 for all m < 0}
SH(k)≤0 := {A ∈ SH(k) | π
A1
m (A)∗ = 0 for all m > 0}
The full subcategories SH(k)≥n, SH(k)≤n are defined as
SH(k)≥n := {A ∈ SH(k) | π
A1
m (A)∗ = 0 for all m < n} = Σ
n
S1SH(k)≥0
SH(k)≤n := {A ∈ SH(k) | π
A1
m (A)∗ = 0 for all m > n} = Σ
n
S1SH(k)≤0.
We say that an object A of SH(k) is n− 1-connected if A is in SH(k)≥n.
Each X ∈ SH(k) admits a canonical distinguished triangle
X≥n → X → X≤n−1 → X≥n[1]
with X≥n in SH(k)≥n and X≤n−1 in SH(k)≤n−1. Sending X to X≥n defines
a right adjoint τ≥n : SH(k)→ SH(k)≥n to the inclusion SH(k)≥n → SH(k);
similarly, sending X to X≤n−1 defines a left adjoint τ≤n−1 : SH(k) →
SH(k)≤n−1 to the inclusion SH(k)≤n−1 → SH(k). Furthermore, the map
p : X≥n → X is characterized up to unique isomorphism by the fact X≥n
is in SH(k)≥n and p induces an isomorphism on homotopy sheaves π
A1
a,b for
a ≥ b+ n.
The heart of the t-structure is denoted πA
1
∗ (k); we let EM : π
A1
∗ (k) →
SH(k) denote the inclusion, and H0 : SH(k) → π
A1
∗ (k) the truncation func-
tor τ≤0τ≥0. As shown in [Mor04a, Theorem 5.2.6], π
A1
∗ (k) is equivalent to the
category of homotopy modules, where a homotopy module is a graded strictly
A1 invariant Nisnevich sheaf M∗ = ⊕nMn on Sm/k, together with isomor-
phisms Hom(Gm,Mn+1) ∼= Mn. We will henceforth identify π
A1
∗ (k) with the
category of homotopy modules.
Definition 7. Denote by EM(WQ) the object EM(H0(S[η
−1]Q)) of SH(k),
that is, EM(WQ) is the object of SH(k) associated to the homotopy module
(WQ)∗ =WQ[η, η
−1]:
πA
1
a,bEM(WQ) =
{
WQ for a = b
0 else.
Theorem 4. The unit morphism uKW : S→ KW induces an isomorphism
uKW : EM(WQ)
≃
−→ KW
(0)
Q .
Proof. Theorem 1 yields
πA
1
∗,∗KWQ =WQ[η, η
−1, β, β−1] =
⊕
m∈Z
WQ[η, η
−1]βm.
Stable operations are homomorphisms of S-modules, thus by Lemma 2 the
operation ρst0 acts trivially on
⊕
n∈Z π
A1
n,nKWQ = WQ[η, η
−1] and maps all the
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other summands to zero. Hence the unit morphism induces an isomorphism⊕
n∈Z
πA
1
n,nS[η
−1]Q
≃
−→
⊕
n∈Z
πA
1
n,nKW
(0)
Q
while πA
1
i+n,nKW
(0)
Q = 0 for i 6= 0. Then, using the fact that spectrum S
is (−1) connected by Morel’s connectivity theorem, we obtain that the unit
morphism induces an isomorphism
EM(WQ) = EM(H0(S[η
−1]Q)) ∼= EM(H0(KW
(0)
Q )) = KW
(0)
Q .

Corollary 1. KWQ ∼=
⊕
m∈ZΣ
4m
T EM(WQ).
Proof. This follows from the theorem and Lemma 1. 
Corollary 2. Let X be a smooth variety. Then there exists a canonical iso-
morphism
W nQ(X)
∼=
⊕
m∈Z
H4m+nZar (X,WQ).
Proof. This follows from the above corollary and the identification
EM(WQ)
i,j(X) ∼= H
i−j
Nis(X,WQ) = H
i−j
Zar(X,WQ).

Remark 2. The last corollary could be seen as a statement about the ratio-
nal degeneration of a Brown-Gersten type spectral sequence arising from the
homotopy t-structure. The tower of spectra
. . .→ KW≥n+1 → KW≥n → KW≥n−1 → . . .→ KW
gives rise to a spectral sequence
Ep,q2 := H
p
Zar(X, π−q,0KW )
∼= H
p
Zar(X,W
q) =⇒ KW p+q,0(X) ∼= W p+q(X).
Corollary 1 yields that rationally we have
(KWQ)≥n ∼=
⊕
m≥n/4
Σ4mT EM(WQ)
and all the morphisms (KWQ)≥n+1 → (KWQ)≥n are split injections, thus
rationally the spectral sequence degenerates.
Remark 3. Let X be a smooth variety over R, then [Jac15, Theorem 1.1] gives
an isomorphism
HqZar(X,WQ) = H
q
Zar(X, I
n
Q)
∼= H
q
sing(X(R),Q).
Hence Corollary 2 together with the rational degeneration of Atiyah-
Hirzebruch spectral sequence for (topological) K-theory of real vector bundles
identifies
W nQ(X)
∼= KOntop(X(R))⊗Q.
In fact, using real algebraic geometry techniques one can show [Br84] that it
is sufficient to invert 2 to obtain a similar isomorphism:
W n(X)⊗ Z[1
2
] ∼= KOntop(X(R))⊗ Z[
1
2
].
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Corollary 3. The canonical morphism u : S → EM(WQ) induces isomor-
phisms
(1) HomSH(k)(EM(WQ), EM(WQ))
≃
−→ HomSH(k)(SQ, EM(WQ)) =
EM(WQ),
(2) u ∧ id : EM(WQ) = S ∧ EM(WQ)
≃
−→ EM(WQ) ∧ EM(WQ).
Here Hom denotes the internal Hom.
Proof. Using Theorem 4 we identify EM(WQ) = KW
(0)
Q . It is sufficient to
show that the unit morphism u : S → KW
(0)
Q induces isomorphisms on the
sheaves of stable A1-homotopy groups of respective spectra. The base change
argument combined with the theory of strictly A1-invariant sheaves in the
same way as in the proof of Lemma 2 yields that it is sufficient to show that
the unit morphism induces isomorphisms
uKW
(0)
Q : (KW
(0)
Q )
∗,∗(KW
(0)
Q )
≃
−→ (KW
(0)
Q )
∗,∗(pt),
u
KW
(0)
Q
: (KW
(0)
Q )∗,∗(pt)
≃
−→ (KW
(0)
Q )∗,∗(KW
(0)
Q ).
Note that for everymmorphism Σ4mT β
m : Σ4mT S→ KWQ factors in a natural
way through KW
(m)
Q , hence for the morphism B given in Definition 4 we have
BKWQ =
∏
m∈Z
(Σ4mT β
m)KWQ :
∏
m∈Z
KW ∗,∗Q (KW
(m)
Q )→
∏
m∈Z
KW ∗,∗Q (Σ
4m
T S).
This homomorphism is an isomorphism by Theorem 2, thus, in particular, the
unit morphism induces an isomorphism
uKWQ : KW ∗,∗Q (KW
(0)
Q )
≃
−→ KW ∗,∗Q (pt).
The claim for operations follows, since uKW
(0)
Q is a retract of isomorphism
uKWQ.
The case of cooperations is similar: by Theorem 3 we have an isomorphism
BKWQ =
⊕
m∈Z
(Σ4mT β
m)KWQ :
⊕
m∈Z
(KWQ)∗,∗(Σ
4m
T S)
≃
−→
⊕
m∈Z
(KWQ)∗,∗(KW
(m)
Q )
which yields an isomorphism
uKWQ : (KWQ)∗,∗(pt)
≃
−→ (KWQ)∗,∗(KW
(0)
Q ).
The homomorphism u
KW
(0)
Q
is an isomorphism being a direct summand of an
isomorphism uKWQ. 
3. Homotopy sheaves of S[η−1]Q
Let SptT (k) denote the model category of symmetric T -spectra over k, with
its motivic model structure (see e.g. [Jar00]). As discussed in [Lev13b, §3],
one can realize the category SH(k)≥n as the homotopy category of a suitable
right Bousfield localization of SptT (k). More specifically, let Kn be the set of
objects of SptT (k),
Kn := {Fq(Σ
p
S1X+) | X ∈ Sm/k, p ≥ n + q}.
Here Fq : Spc•(k)→ SptT (k) is the left adjoint to the qth evaluation functor
evq : SptT (k) → Spc•(k), evq((A0, A1, . . .)) = Aq, and Kn is denoted Kn,−∞
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in [Lev13b, loc. cit.]. Let SptT (k)(Kn) denote the right Bousfield localization
of SptT (k) with respect to the set of Kn-local maps in SptT (k). The general
theory of Bousfield localization tells us that HoSptT (k)(Kn) is equivalent to
the essentially full subcategory of SH(k) consisting of the Kn-colocal objects
of SptT (k); we henceforth consider HoSptT (k)(Kn) as this essentially full
subcategory of SH(k).
Lemma 3. HoSptT (k)(Kn) = SH(k)≥n.
Proof. Let rsn : SH(k) → HoSptT (k)(Kn) denote the right adjoint to the
inclusion functor isn : HoSptT (k)(Kn) → SH(k) given by the general theory
of right Bousfield localization, and let f sn = i
s
n ◦ r
s
n. By [Lev13b, lemma 4.5],
f snX is in SH(k)≥n for all X ∈ SH(k) and thus HoSptT (k)(Kn) ⊂ SH(k)≥n.
Thus, by the universal property of τ≥n, we have forX ∈ SH(k) a commutative
triangle
f snX
//

X
τ≥nX
<<
③
③
③
③
③
③
③
③
③
By [Lev13b, lemma 4.3], the map f snX → X induces an isomorphism on
πA
1
a,b for all a ≥ b + n, and thus f
s
nX → τ≥nX is an isomorphism. Thus
SH(k)≥n ⊂ HoSptT (k)(Kn). 
Lemma 4. For every m,n ∈ Z we have SH(k)≥m∧SH(k)≥n ⊂ SH(k)≥m+n.
Proof. By Lemma 3 we may show instead that
HoSptT (k)(Km) ∧HoSptT (k)(Kn) ⊂ HoSptT (k)(Km+n).
By [Lev13b, theorem 2.4] HoSptT (k)(Km) is the full subcategory of SH(k)
of Km-cellular objects.
We recall from [Jar00, §4.3] that the smash product of symmetric spectra
defines a closed symmetric monoidal structure on SptT (k), that is, there is
an internal Hom functor HomSH(k)(−,−) and natural isomorphism
HomSH(k)(A ∧ B,C) ∼= HomSH(k)(A,HomSH(k)(B,C)).
Thus, − ∧ B preserves retracts and colimits for all B ∈ SptT (k) and it
therefore suffices to show that Km ∧Kn ⊂ Km+n.
For this, we recall from [Jar00, Corollary 4.18] the existence of a natural
isomorphism FaX ∧ FbY ∼= Fa+b(X ∧ Y) for X ,Y in Spc•(k). Thus, for
X, Y ∈ Sm/k, we have
FqΣ
p
S1X+ ∧ Fq′Σ
p′
S1Y+
∼= Fq+q′Σ
p+p′
S1 (X × Y )+,
so Km ∧Kn ⊂ Km+n, as desired. 
Corollary 4. For A ∈ SH(k)≥1 we have A ∧ A ∼= A if and only if A ∼= 0.
Proof. Suppose that A ∈ SH(k)≥1 and A∧A ∼= A. The homotopy t-structure
is non-degenerate, as πA
1
a,bA = 0 for all a, b if and only if A
∼= 0. Thus, if
A 6∼= 0, there is a maximal n ≥ 1 so that A ∈ SH(k)≥n, in other words,
πA
1
n+b,bA 6= 0 for some b ∈ Z. But by Lemma 4, A∧A is in SH(k)≥2n and thus
πA
1
n+b,bA ∧ A = 0 for all b ∈ Z, contrary to the assumption A ∧ A
∼= A. Thus,
we must have A ∼= 0. 
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Theorem 5. The canonical morphism S[η−1]Q → EM(WQ) is an isomor-
phism.
Proof. Recall that by Morel’s connectivity theorem S is (−1)-connected, thus
there exists a canonical triangle
A→ S[η−1]Q → EM(WQ)→ A[1]
with A ∈ SH(k)≥1. We clearly have
EM(WQ) = S ∧ EM(WQ) = S[η
−1]Q ∧ EM(WQ),
thus smashing the triangle with EM(WQ) and using Corollary 3 we obtain
A ∧ EM(WQ) = 0.
Smashing the triangle with A we see that A ∧ A ∼= A. Corollary 4 yields
A = 0 and the claim follows. 
Corollary 5. KWQ ∼=
⊕
m∈ZΣ
4m
T S[η
−1]Q.
Proof. This follows from Corollary 1 and Theorem 5. 
Remark 4. The symmetry involution P1∧P1 → P1∧P1 induces an involution
τ of the sphere spectrum, and thereby a decomposition in SH(k)[1/2]:
S[1/2] = S+ ⊕ S−.
Morel has givenan explicit computation of τ in terms of η, which shows that
η is zero on S+ and is an isomorphism on S−. In particular,
S− ∼= S[η−1, 1/2].
We can rephrase Theorem 5 as saying that the unit map SQ → EM(WQ)
induces an isomorphism S−Q → EM(WQ).
As S is the unit for the monoidal structure on SH(k), the decomposition
S[1/2] = S+ ⊕ S− induces a decomposition of SH(k)[1/2] as a product of
symmetric monoidal triangulated categories
SH(k)[1/2] = SH(k)+ × SH(k)−,
with S+ the unit for SH(k)+ and S− the unit for SH(k)−. Combining a theo-
rem of Ro¨ndigs-Østvær [RO08, Theorem 1.1], with a result of Cisinsky-De´glise
[CD12, Theorem 16.2.13] shows that the unit map to the motivic cohomology
spectrum HZ induces an isomorphism S+Q → HQ, which in turn defines an
equivalence of SH(k)+Q with the homotopy category of HQ-modules. The the-
orem of Ro¨ndigs-Østvær shows that this category is equivalent to Voevodsky’s
triangulated category of motives with Q-coefficients, DM(k)Q.
In the next section we will use Theorem 5 to give an analogous description
of SH(k)−Q; see Theorem 7 and Corollary 6.
Theorem 6 (motivic Serre finiteness). Let k be a field. The sheaf πA
1
a,b(S
−
k ) is
torsion for a 6= b, i.e., πA
1
n (S
−
k )∗ is torsion for n 6= 0. The sheaf π
A1
n (Sk)q is
torsion for n 6= 0 and q ≥ 0.
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Proof. The first assertion follows directly from Theorem 5: S−kQ
∼= EM(WQ)
implies that S−kQ is in the heart of the t-structure and therefore π
A1
a,b(S
−
k )Q = 0
for a 6= b.
Using the decomposition SkQ = S
+
kQ ⊕ S
−
kQ and the theorem of Cisinski-
De´glise gives us
πA
1
a,b(Sk)(F )Q = H
−a(F,Q(−b))⊕ πA
1
a,b(S
−
k )(F )Q.
For a 6= b, only the term H−a(F,Q(−b)) remains; this is zero for b > 0 by the
vanishing of motivic cohomology in negative weights, or for b = 0, a 6= 0. 
Remark 5. For 0 > a > b, the argument used above shows that
πA
1
a,b(Sk)Q(F ) = H
−a(F,Q(−b))
which is in general not zero: for instance, if K is a number field, H1(K,Q(n))
is a Q-vector space of dimension r2 (the number of conjugate pairs of complex
embeddings of K) if n is even and of dimension r1 + r2 (r1 is the number of
real embeddings of K) for n odd. For F = K(t1, . . . , tr) a pure transcendental
extension ofK, the cup product with {t1, . . . , ta} ∈ H
a(F,Q(a)) is an injective
map H1(K,Q(n)) → Ha+1(F,Q(a + n)), for all a = 1, . . . , r. As the map
H−a(F,Q(−b)) → H−a(F ′,Q(−b)) is injective for each field extension F →
F ′, the sheaf πA
1
a,b(Sk)Q is non-zero for 0 > a > b and k a characteristic zero
field.
On the other hand, by Morel’s A1-connectedness theorem, Sk is in SH(k)≥0,
so πA
1
a,b(Sk) = 0 for a < b.
4. The category SH(k)−Q
We recall briefly the construction of the A1-derived category DA1(k,Z). We
have the category of complexes of abelian groups on Sm/k, C(ShNisAb (Sm/k)).
For X ∈ Sm/k, we have the free abelian sheaf Z(X) generated by X , that is
the sheafification of the presheaf
Y 7→ ⊕s∈HomSm/k(Y,X)Z
We write Dn+1(X) for cone(id : Z(X)[n] → Z(X)[n]) with canonical map
in : Z(X)[n]→ D
n+1(X).
We give the category of complexes of Nisnevich sheaves of abelian
groups C(ShNisAb (Sm/k)) the model structure with weak equivalences the
Nisnevich quasi-isomorphisms and generating set of cofibrations the maps
in : Z(X)[n] → D
n+1(X), 0 → Z(X)[n], X ∈ Sm/k, n ∈ Z. Let
CA1(Sh
Nis
Ab (Sm/k)) be the Bousfield localization with respect to the projec-
tion maps Z(X × A1)[n]→ Z(X)[n], X ∈ Sm/k. An object A of the derived
category D(ShNisAb (Sm/k)) = HoC(Sh
Nis
Ab (Sm/k)) is called A
1-local if
HomD(ShNisAb (Sm/k))(C,A)
p∗
−→ HomD(ShNisAb (Sm/k))(C ⊗ Z(A
1), A)
is an isomorphism for all C. We let Deff
A1
(k) ⊂ D(ShNisAb (Sm/k)) be the full
subcategory of A1-local objects. The general theory of Bousfield localization
tells us that the localization map D(ShNisAb (Sm/k))→ HoCA1(Sh
Nis
Ab (Sm/k))
admits a left adjoint
LA1 : HoCA1(Sh
Nis
Ab (Sm/k))→ D(Sh
Nis
Ab (Sm/k))
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with essential image equal to Deff
A1
(k,Z) and induces an equivalence of trian-
gulated categories : HoCA1(Sh
Nis
Ab (Sm/k)) ∼ D
eff
A1
(k).
One then forms the category ofGm-spectrum objects in CA1(Sh
Nis
Ab (Sm/k)),
following Hovey [H01] and Jardine [Jar00]: objects are sequences C :=
(C0, C1, . . .) with Cn in CA1(Sh
Nis
Ab (Sm/k)) together with bonding morphisms
ǫn : Z(Gm) ⊗ Cn → Cn+1. This carries a model structure (the stable model
structure) and DA1(k,Z) is the associated homotopy category.
There is also a version of a stable model category ofGm-symmetric spectrum
objects in CA1(Sh
Nis
Ab (Sm/k)), which carries a closed symmetric monoidal
structure and has equivalent homotopy category, making DA1(k,Z) a tensor
triangulated category.
Replacing sheaves of abelian groups with sheaves of Q-vector spaces defines
the triangulated tensor categories Deff
A1
(k,Q) and DA1(k,Q)
As in [CD12, §5.3.35], the Quillen equivalence of the Q-localization of the
category of classical spectra with the model category of complexes of Q-vector
spaces induces an equivalence of SH(k)Q with the rationalA
1-derived category
DA1(k,Q). The equivalence arises via a Quillen pair of functors of model
categories, giving a pair of exact adjoint functors of triangulated categories
N : SH(k)
//
oo DA1(k,Z) : EM
This Quillen pair induces a Quillen equivalence of the rational localiza-
tions of these model categories, giving us the adjoint pair of equivalences of
triangulated tensor categories
N : SH(k)Q
//
oo DA1(k,Q) : EM
The decomposition of the unit Sk[1/2] into S
+
k and S
−
k gives the corresponding
decomposition of SH(k)Q and DA1(k,Q),
SH(k)Q = SH(k)
+
Q × SH(k)
−
Q; DA1(k,Q) = DA1(k,Q)
+ ×DA1(k,Q)
−
compatible with N and EM . In particular, we have the adjoint pair of equiv-
alences of triangulated tensor categories
(1) N : SH(k)−Q
//
oo DA1(k,Q)
− : EM
We proceed to construct a category of Witt motives over k.
Consider the sheaf of Witt rings W on Sm/k. The identification W ∼=
πn,n(Sk) (for all n > 0) gives us the canonical isomorphism of W -modules
ǫW : W →Hom(Gm,W ). IfM is a sheaf ofW -modules, we have the canonical
morphism ǫM :M →Hom(Gm,M) of W -modules defined as the composition
M
α
−→ HomW (W,M)
ǫW (1)
∗
−−−−→ Hom(Gm,M)
where α is the canonical map, described on sections asm 7→ fm, fm(w) = wm,
and ǫW (1) : Gm → W is the evalution of ǫW on the unit section of W . Thus,
each strictly A1-invariant W -module M gives us an object
M∗ := ((M,M, . . .), ǫM :M →Hom(Gm,M))
of DA1(k,Z), which one easily sees is in the minus summand DA1(k,Z)
− (after
inverting 2).
Explicitly, if we take the model W = KW0 := K
MW
0 /(h), the map ǫW sends
a section x ∈ W (U) to the section p∗1(η · [t]) · p
∗
2x ∈ W (Gm ∧ U+), where t
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is the canonical unit on Gm and [t] ∈ K
MW
1 (Gm) the corresponding section.
The map ǫM has a similar expression. Alternatively, one can simply compose
x with the stable Hopf map η : Gm∧S → S. The fact that x◦η = η ·p
∗
1[t] ·p
∗
2x
follows from the commutativity of the diagram
Gm ∧ S
t //
η

Gm ∧ S
η

S
id
// S,
noting that the canonical unit on Gm is just the identity map idGm . This
gives an explicit description of the map ǫM : M → Hom(Gm,M) as ǫM(x) =
p∗1(η · [t]) · p
∗
2x for x a section of M ; the alternate description in terms of
composition with the algebraic Hopf map is only available for M satisfying a
Gm-stability condition.
We have the category of complexes of W -modules on Sm/k,
C(ShNisW (Sm/k)). For X ∈ Sm/k, we have the free W -module W (X) :=
W ⊗Z Z(X) generated by X , and let D
n+1
W (X) :=W ⊗Z D
n+1(X).
We give C(ShNisW (Sm/k)) the (combinatorial, proper) model structure for
which the weak equivalences are the (Nisnevich) quasi-isomorphisms and gen-
erating cofibrations in : W (X)[n] → D
n+1
W (X), 0 → W (X)[n], X ∈ Sm/k,
n ∈ Z. The derived category of Nisnevich sheaves of W -modules on Sm/k,
D(ShNisW (Sm/k)), is the homotopy category of C(Sh
Nis
W (Sm/k)). The con-
struction outlined above gives us for each C in C(ShNisW (Sm/k)) a canonical
morphism ǫC : C →Hom(Gm, C) in C(Sh
Nis
W (Sm/k)).
We call an object C of C(ShNisW (Sm/k)) A
1-local if C is fibrant and the
pull-back C → Hom(A1, C) is a quasi-isomrophism. We call C a Gm-infinite
loop complex if ǫC : C → Hom(Gm, C) is a quasi-isomorphism.
We denote by DMW (k) the full subcategory of D(Sh
Nis
W (Sm/k)) with ob-
jects the complexes that are fibrant, A1-local and Gm-infinite loop complexes.
Lemma 5. DMW (k) is equivalent to the Verdier localization of
D(ShNisW (Sm/k)) with respect to the localizing subcategory C generated by the
following two types of objects:
(1) Cone(constC : C →Hom(A
1, C)).
(2) Cone(ǫC : C →Hom(Gm, C))
More precisely, the inclusion DMW (k)→ D(Sh
Nis
W (Sm/k)) admits a left ad-
joint LA1,W : D(Sh
Nis
W (Sm/k))→ DMW (k) which sends the objects of type (1)
and (2) to zero objects, and the resulting exact functor D(ShNisW (Sm/k))/C →
DMW (k) is an equivalence.
Proof. This follows by forming the left Bousfield localization
CA1,Gm(Sh
Nis
W (Sm/k)) of C(Sh
Nis
W (Sm/k)) with respect to the set of
maps constC : C → Hom(A
1, C) and ǫC : C → Hom(Gm, C), as C runs
over a set of fibrant models of generators for C(ShNisW (Sm/k)). This
localization exists because C(ShNisW (Sm/k)) is a proper combinatorial model
category. 
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We give DMW (k) the tensor structure induced from D(Sh
Nis
W (Sm/k)) by
the localization D(ShNisW (Sm/k)) → D(Sh
Nis
W (Sm/k))/C. We call DMW (k)
the triangulated tensor category of Witt motives over k.
Sending C in C(ShNisW (Sm/k)) to the object C∗ := ((C,C, . . .), ǫC : C →
Hom(Gm, C)) factors through the localization and thus gives a well-defined
exact functor
Mot : DMW (k)→ DA1(k,Z).
After inverting 2, the image of Mot lies in DA1(k,Z)
−. One can also compose
Mot with the Eilenbeg-MacLane functor to give the exact functor
EM ◦Mot : DMW (k)→ SH(k).
ReplacingW withWQ gives us the full triangulated sub-categoryDMW (k)Q
of D(ShNisWQ(Sm/k)) and exact functor
Mot : DMW (k)Q → DA1(k,Q)
−.
Theorem 7. The functor Mot : DMW (k)Q → DA1(k,Q)
− is an equivalence
of triangulated tensor categories. Combined with the equivalence (1) gives us
an equivalence of triangulated tensor categories DMW (k)Q ∼= SH(k)
−
Q.
The proof is accomplished by first identifying DA1(k,Q)
− with the homo-
topy category of N(Sk)[η
−1]Q-modules in DA1(k,Q) and then showing that
this category is equivalent to DMW (k)Q.
N(Sk)Q is the unit for the symmetric monoidal struture in DA1(k,Q), mak-
ing N(Sk)[η
−1]Q into a monoid object in DA1(k,Q)
−, in fact, the unit in this
symmetric monoidal category. LetWQ∗ denote the Gm-spectrum object which
is WQ in each degree, with bonding maps given by the maps ǫW . Theorem 5
and adjunction tells us that the unit map N(Sk)[η
−1]Q → WQ∗ is a weak
equivalence, hence WQ∗ is also a unit in DA1(k,Q)
−.
As this latter category is the homotopy category of a Q-linear additive
symmetric monoidal combinatorial tractable2 model category satisfying the
monoid axiom, we may use [CD12, Theorem 7.1.8] to form a cofibrant re-
placement W cofQ∗ → WQ∗ of the commutative monoid WQ∗ in the model
category of commutative monoids in the category CA1(Sh
Nis
Q-Vec(Sm/k))
Σ
Gm
of
Gm-symmetric spectra in CA1(Sh
Nis
Q-Vec(Sm/k)). We have the model category
W cofQ∗ -Mod of W
cof
Q∗ -modules in CA1(Sh
Nis
Q-Vec(Sm/k))
Σ
Gm
, objects being sym-
metric spectra E = ((E0, E1, . . .), ǫ
E
∗ ) together with a W
cof
Q∗ -module structure
µE :W
cof
Q∗ ∧ E → E
As WQ∗ is also a commutative monoid in CA1(Sh
Nis
Q-Vec(Sm/k))
Σ
Gm
, we have
the categoryWQ∗-Mod; the morphism W
cof
Q∗ → WQ∗ of commutative monoids
induces the functor
WQ∗ ∧W cof
Q∗
− : W cofQ∗ -Mod→WQ∗-Mod
By [SS00, Theorem 4.3], this is a left Quillen equivalence of model categories,
so HoWQ∗-Mod is equivalent to HoW
cof
Q∗ -Mod.
2see [CD12, Definition 3.1.27]
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The functor
W cofQ∗ ∧ − : CA1(Sh
Nis
Q-Vec(Sm/k))
Σ
Gm
→ W cofQ∗ -Mod
is a left Quillen functor with forgetful functor as right adjoint. This gives us
the pair of adjoint functors
W cofQ∗ ∧ − : DA1(k,Q)
− //
oo HoW cofQ∗ -Mod : forget
Since W cofQ∗ is isomorphic to the unit N(Sk)[η
−1]Q in DA1(k,Q)
−, the unit and
co-unit maps of the adjunction are natural isomorphisms, so these functors
are equivalences. As the free W cofQ∗ -module functor is a monoidal functor, the
two categories are equivalent as tensor triangulated categories.
To complete the proof of Theorem 7 it suffices to define an equivalence of
DMW (k) with HoW ∗-Mod as tensor triangulated categories. We have the
0-complex functor
Ω∞Gm : W ∗-Mod→ CA1,Gm(Sh
Nis
W (Sm/k))
which sends a Gm-spectrum object E = (E0, E1, . . .) to E0; the fact that E is a
W ∗-module implies that E0 is a complex ofW -modules. Ω
∞
Gm
is a right Quillen
functor, with left adjoint the Gm-infinite suspension functor
Σ∞Gm : CA1,Gm(Sh
Nis
W (Sm/k))→ W ∗-Mod
Using the maps ǫM to define bonding maps, we have as well the constant
sequence functor
const : CA1,Gm(Sh
Nis
W (Sm/k))→W ∗-Mod.
and the ǫM define as well a natural transformation ǫW : Σ
∞
Gm
→ const.
For C ∈ CA1,Gm(Sh
Nis
W (Sm/k)) fibrant, the transformation ǫW (C) :
Σ∞GmC → constC is a stable weak equivalence, which shows that the unit
of the adjunction on the associated homotopy categories is an isomorphism.
Lemma 6. Let E = (E0, E1, . . .) be a fibrant object in W ∗-Mod. Then for each
n the map ǫEn : En → Hom(Gm, En) is a weak equivalence.
Proof. The map η[t] : W → ΩGmW is an isomorphism. Using this map in
each level defines an isomorphism of W ∗ modules
η[t] : W ∗ → ΩGmW ∗
Let ǫE∗ : E → ΩGmE be the map defined by the collection of morphisms
ǫEn : En → ΩGmEn. We have the commutative diagram iin H•W ∗-Mod
W ∗ ⊗W ∗ E
m //
η[t]

E
ǫE∗

ΩGmW ∗ ⊗W ∗ E m
// ΩGmE
As the two horizontal arrows and the left-hand vertical arrow are isomor-
phisms, so is ǫE∗ . As E is fibrant, E is an ΩGm-spectrum, so the individual
maps ǫEn : En → ΩGmEn are all isomorphisms in SH(k). 
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Thus, for E ∈ W ∗-Mod fibrant, E = ((E0, E1, . . .), ǫn), we have the weak
equivalence
φn : En → E0
defined as the composition
En
ǫnW−→ ΩnGmEn
ǫ∗−→ lim
−→
p
ΩpGmEp
∼= E0
The φn define a weak equivalence of spectra
φ : E → constE0
giving us the commutative diagram
Σ∞GmE0
can //
ǫW

E
φ||①①
①
①
①
①
①
①
①
constE0
.
This shows that both can and ǫW are isomorphisms in the homotopy category,
and thus Σ∞Gm and Ω
∞
Gm
are inverse Quillen equivalences, giving us the desired
equivalence on the homotopy categories. Passing to the Q-localization gives
us the desired sequence of equivalences
DA1(k,Q)
− ∼ HoW cofQ∗ -Mod ∼ HoWQ∗-Mod ∼ DMW (k)Q
In the course of the proof of Theorem 7 we have also proved
Corollary 6. The categories DMW (k) and HoW ∗-Mod are equivalent as tri-
angulated tensor categories. HoWQ∗-Mod and SH(k)
−
Q are equivalent as tri-
angulated tensor categories.
Remark 6. One can rather easily compute the “Witt motivic cohomology”
of some X ∈ Sm/k. We define MW (X) = LA1,GmW (X). As W is strictly
A1-invariant and Gm-stable, W is already an object of DMW (k). For C in
DMW (k), corresponding to C∗ in HoW -Mod via the equivalence in Corol-
lary 6, we have the object C(q), q ∈ Z, corresponding to ΣqGmC∗[−q].
Then
Hp(X,W (q)) := HomDMW (k)(MW (X),W (q)[p])
∼= HomDMW (k)(MW (X),W [p− q])
∼= HomD(ShNisW (Sm/k))(W (X),W [p− q])
∼= HomD(ShNisAb (Sm/k))(Z(X),W [p− q])
∼= H
p−q
Nis (X,W )
∼= H
p−q
Zar (X,W ).
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